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the combination of the m1 and m1 expansion kit is the perfect and most complete way to create the
perfect development board. as a standalone development board, the m1 can also be used for many

different projects, but it can also be used to create a nice building for the m1 development board. with
the new compact and complete expansion kit that comes with the m1 board, you can create not only

the m1, but a complete world-class development board. also included is a solution to get software
updates over the internet from the mikroe m1, using a wifi router or wifi hotspot to communicate with

the mikroe m1, and then to upload the update to the device. for large organizations, you can deploy the
enterprise license - it is a software license, which can be deployed to groups of computers, or even to
groups of users. you can also use the enterprise license to purchase mikroelektronika's server-based

software management services, including the mikroserver web server, the mikroserver repository server
and the mikroserver management module. for these organizations that need to use the enterprise

license on multiple computers and for multiple users, the mikroelektronika enterprise license allows you
to manage the enterprise license keys across multiple computers, and allow them to be used by
different users in the organization. you can grant each user their own unique key, and use the

mikroserver management module to distribute the keys and keep track of them. codegrip enables you
to place uni-ds development board in almost any hardly accessible places such as hazardous

environments, agricultural settings, and high-rise buildings while still retaining full debugging and
programming access.
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